
Robert Smith
Lead Scanning Clerk

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Strengths include extensive experience in effectively excelling at duties and assigned tasks as 
customer service representative. Possess excellent communication with proven ability.

SKILLS

Computers , Filing, Faxing, Some Phone, Excel.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Scanning Clerk
ABC Corporation  January 1991 – August 2012 
 Prep incoming medical Claims. Research that information was Accurate before scanning.
 Claims Were send to the computer to be assigned to the benefits analyst.
 Processed all-cash reports. Was able to train new employees.
 Maintained the integrity of the pricing system by updating daily and auditing random 

products verifying accuracy.
 Processed month-end sales figures for each item in-store.
 Prepare bills of lading for outbound shipments File bills of lading in proper manner Processed 

emails for bills of lading/delivery receipts.
 Updated and discarded price tags of consumer goods.

Scanning Clerk
ABC Corporation  1987 – 1991 
 Greet all customers and provide them with prompt, courteous service and assistance.
 Perform weekly aisle scanning audits to ensure accuracy of pricing file.
 Maintain pricing integrity on the sales floor by ensuring that all items are properly signed, 

tagged, and scanned correctly.
 Accurately complete all weekly price changes transmitted to the store file, and send down 

daily order batches Finalize the weekly schedule for each department.
 Maintain the accuracy of the pricing file to match weekly circulars and newspaper ads..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

EDUCATION

- (Freedom High School)
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